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ABSTRACT
We present new Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array radio continuum images of the nuclei of Arp 220,
the nearest ultra-luminous infrared galaxy. These new images have both the angular resolution to
study the detailed morphologies of the two nuclei that power the galaxy merger and sensitivity to a
wide range of spatial scales. At 33 GHz, we achieve a resolution of 0.′′081 × 0.′′063 (29.9× 23.3 pc)
and resolve the radio emission surrounding both nuclei. We conclude from the decomposition of
the radio spectral energy distribution that a majority of the 33 GHz emission is synchrotron radi-
ation. The spatial distributions of radio emission in both nuclei are well-described by exponential
profiles. These have deconvolved half-light radii (R50d) of 51 and 35 pc for the eastern and west-
ern nuclei, respectively, and they match the number density profile of radio supernovae observed
with very long baseline interferometry. This similarity might be due to the fast cooling of cos-
mic rays electrons caused by the presence of a strong (∼ mG) magnetic field in this system. We
estimate extremely high molecular gas surface densities of 2.2+2.1−1.0 × 105 (east) and 4.5+4.5−1.9 × 105
(west) M pc−2, corresponding to total hydrogen column densities of NH = 2.7+2.7−1.2 × 1025 (east) and
5.6+5.5−2.4 × 1025 cm−2 (west). The implied gas volume densities are similarly high, nH2 ∼ 3.8+3.8−1.6104
(east) and ∼ 11+12−4.5 × 104 cm−3 (west). We also estimate very high luminosity surface densities of
ΣIR ∼ 4.2+1.6−0.7 × 1013 (east) and ΣIR ∼ 9.7+3.7−2.4 × 1013 (west) L kpc−2, and star formation rate sur-
face densities of ΣSFR ∼ 103.7±0.1 (east) and ΣSFR ∼ 104.1±0.1 (west) M yr−1 kpc−2. These values,
especially for the western nucleus are, to our knowledge, the highest luminosity surface densities and
star formation rate surface densities measured for any star-forming system. Despite these high values,
the nuclei appear to lie below the dusty Eddington limit in which radiation pressure is balanced only
by self-gravity. The small measured sizes also imply that at wavelengths shorter than λ = 1 mm, dust
absorption effects must play an important role in the observed light distribution while below 5 GHz
free-free absorption contributes substantial opacity. According to these calculations, the nuclei of Arp
220 are only transparent in the frequency range ∼ 5 to 350 GHz. Our results offer no clear evidence
that an active galactic nucleus dominates the emission from either nucleus at 33 GHz.
Subject headings: galaxies: active - galaxies: individual (Arp 220) - galaxies: interaction - galaxies:
starburst - radio continuum: galaxies
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1. INTRODUCTION
Starbursts induced by major mergers are among the
most extreme environments in the universe. Despite
their prodigious luminosities, local merger-driven star-
bursts are very compact, with most of their large gas
reservoirs concentrated in dusty regions a few hundred
parsecs, or less, in size (e.g., Downes & Solomon 1998).
Measuring the compactness of these starbursts is critical
to understanding these galaxies (e.g., Soifer et al. 1999,
2000; Sakamoto et al. 2008; Dı´az-Santos et al. 2013). Ro-
bust size measurements allow us to translate luminosities
into key physical quantities such as gas column density,
optical depth, volumetric gas density, and star formation
rate and luminosity surface densities. Although their
luminosity renders them visible out to great distances,
the present-day rarity of major mergers means that even
the nearest ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs:
defined as having LIR[8− 1000µm] ≥ 1012 L) are rela-
tively distant (> 70 Mpc). Thus, measuring the true ex-
tent of their active regions requires high angular resolu-
tion. The extraordinary extinctions present in these sys-
tems at both long (from free-free absorption) and short
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(from dust opacity) wavelengths complicate the interpre-
tation of measurements at both wavelengths, compound-
ing the difficulty of measuring sizes for such systems.
Given the above considerations, radio observations at
centimeter wavelengths may be the best tool to study
the deeply embedded, compact structures at the heart
of such systems (e.g., Norris 1988; Condon et al. 1991).
Radio interferometers can achieve very high angular res-
olution and radio waves with ν & 5 GHz can penetrate
large columns of dust and are largely unaffected by free-
free absorption. The recent upgrades to the Karl G. Jan-
sky Very Large Array (VLA) make it particularly well-
suited for such studies. In this paper, we make use of
these new VLA capabilities to achieve the best measure-
ment to date of the structure of the nuclear region of the
nearest ULIRG, Arp 220.
At a luminosity distance of 77.2 Mpc, and an infrared
luminosity of LIR[8− 1000µm] = 1.44× 1012 L 13, Arp
220 is the nearest ULIRG. CO and near-IR observations
indicate that Arp 220 is a gas rich merger with dynami-
cal masses of ∼ 109M within ∼ 100 pc of each nucleus
(Downes & Solomon 1998; Sakamoto et al. 1999; Genzel
et al. 2001; Sakamoto et al. 2008; Engel et al. 2011). Arp
220 is obscured at optical through mid-IR wavelengths
(Scoville et al. 1998; Soifer et al. 1999; Haas et al. 2001;
Spoon et al. 2007; Armus et al. 2007), obstructing the
direct view of the nuclear energy sources at these wave-
lengths. Observations in the frequency range where Arp
220 is optically thin have been able to resolve the sys-
tem into two compact nuclear disks (Norris 1988; Con-
don et al. 1991; Downes & Solomon 1998; Sakamoto et
al. 2008) and find disk sizes of ∼ 0.′′2. However, in each
case the measured sizes remain comparable to the size
of the beam. VLBI observations at cm wavelengths by
Smith et al. (1998), Lonsdale et al. (2006), and Parra et
al. (2007) provide a higher resolution view, recovering a
compact distribution of point-like sources that are pro-
posed to be a combination of radio supernovae (RSNe)
and supernova remnants (SNRs). However, these obser-
vations resolve out most of the emission from the disks.
From the above, it is already clear that the disks are
very compact, implying extraordinary volume densities
and surface densities. The next step is to observe the
disks in the optically thin frequency range with resolu-
tion high enough to clearly resolve them, and sensitivity
to recover the full extent of the emission of the system
at that frequency range.
In this paper, we measure the structure of the Arp
220 nuclei with sensitive, high angular resolution im-
ages obtained at 6 GHz and 33 GHz observed with
the VLA. Based on the integrated spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) model of Arp 220 (see Figure 10b in
Anantharamaiah et al. 2000), the total continuum flux
density at 33 GHz is a mixture of thermal and non-
thermal emission with a ∼ 1:2 ratio, while at 6 GHz
this ratio is about 1:5. Observing at these two fre-
quencies then helps us diagnose the dominant emission
mechanism at radio wavelengths in Arp 220. We first
report our observations, describe the calculations used
13 DL from NED; LIR using Table 1 in Sanders & Mirabel (1996)
and IRAS flux densities from Sanders et al. (2003). However, note
that the assumption of isotropic emission that leads to this lumi-
nosity has some caveats (see Section 4.3.2 and Appendix A).
to assess the disk structure, and then discuss the im-
plications of our measurements. Throughout this pa-
per, we adopt H0 = 73 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωvacuum = 0.73,
Ωmatter = 0.27 and voptical = 5, 555 km s
−1 (after cor-
rection to the CMB frame), such that 1′′ on the sky plane
subtends 369 pc at the distance of Arp 220.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We observed Arp 220 using the VLA C (4-8 GHz) and
Ka band (26.5-40 GHz) receivers, recording emission in
1 GHz wide windows centered at ∼ 4.7, 7.2, 29 and 36
GHz. We used all four VLA configurations with a total
integration time ratio of 1:1:2:4 between D (lowest res-
olution), C, B, and A. The total on-source integration
time was 40 min at C band and 56 min at Ka band. We
used 3C 286 as the flux density and bandpass calibrator,
and J1513+2338 and J1539+2744 as the complex gain
calibrators at C and Ka bands, respectively. The data
were obtained in multiple observing sessions during the
period 2010 August 18 to 2011 July 2, with the C and
Ka band observations carried out in separate sessions.
These observations are part of a larger project; the lower
resolution (C and D configuration) results are presented
in Leroy et al. (2011) and Murphy (2013), and the fi-
nal results for the complete sample will be reported in
Barcos-Mun˜oz et al. (in prep.).
We reduced the data using the Common Astronomy
Software Application (CASA, McMullin et al. 2007)
package following the standard procedure for VLA data.
Radio frequency interference (RFI) contaminating the C
band was eliminated using the task flagdata in mode
rflag. The RFI at Ka band was negligible. After cal-
ibration, we combined the data from all configurations,
weighting them in proportion to their integration time
per visibility (i.e., 10:5:2:1 for D:C:B:A). We then im-
aged this combined data using the task CLEAN in mode
mfs (Sault & Wieringa 1994), with Briggs weighting set-
ting robust=0.5. We combined all the data within each
receiver band and cleaned using components with a vari-
able spectral index (nterms=2) to obtain an interpolated
image at an intermediate frequency (5.95 GHz for C band
and 32.5 GHz for Ka band). Even after the initial cali-
bration, we still observed phase and amplitude variations
with time. To improve the images further, we iteratively
self-calibrated in both phase and amplitude and applied
extra flagging during this procedure as needed. The so-
lutions for the amplitude self-calibration were carefully
inspected and accepted as long as the time variations
in the amplitude gains for each antenna were less than
∼ 20%. We worked mostly with these “combined” im-
ages at 5.95 and 32.5 GHz, but we also separately imaged
the two 1 GHz windows at C band in order to derive a
robust internal C band spectral index.
To check our results, we imaged the 33 GHz data sep-
arately for each VLA configuration. In this test, we pri-
marily applied iterative phase self-calibration. Ampli-
tude self-calibration was applied (after ∼ 3–5 iterations
of phase self-calibration), but here we only derived nor-
malized solutions that cannot change the observed flux.
During this check, we also experimented with weighting
the visibilities by the measured rms noise in each data set
(using the CASA task statwt). These tests revealed that
the combined A+B (two most extended) configurations
recovered essentially all of the flux in the data, agreeing
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with the C and D data in both flux and morphology when
convolved to matched resolution. The A configuration
data alone recovered less flux than the B configuration,
consistent with some spatial filtering at this highest reso-
lution. Further, the overall flux recovered agrees with an
interpolation of the integrated SED (Anantharamaiah et
al. 2000). We proceed using the full combined image with
our confidence in the results reinforced by these tests; we
verified that our fitting yields consistent results using the
combined image and the A+B configuration-only image.
The clean restoring beam for the combined images has
a FWHM of 0.′′48 × 0.′′35 (177 × 129 pc) at position angle
(p.a.) of -40◦ at 6 GHz (C band), and 0.′′081 × 0.′′063 (30
× 23 pc) at a p.a. of 65◦ at 32.5 GHz (Ka band). The
rms noise measured from signal-free parts of the image is
∼ 14 µJy beam−1 (C) and ∼ 23 µJy beam−1 (Ka), which
is within a factor of two of the expected theoretical noise.
The final dynamic ranges of the images are ∼ 5.2× 103
and ∼ 280, for C and Ka band.
When reporting the measured flux densities from the
final images, we consider three sources of uncertainty.
First, we propagated the beam-to-beam noise (see above)
and found its effect to be negligible at both bands. Sec-
ond, we assessed the impact of the curve-of-growth tech-
nique used to measure the flux densities (see Section
3) by using the scatter of such a curve. This is also
small, but larger for the individual nuclei because they
are not perfectly separable. Finally, we estimated the
uncertainty in the overall flux density calibration from
the day-to-day variation of the flux density of the com-
plex gain calibrator. This scatter (rms) is ∼ 12% at Ka
band, making the flux density calibration the dominant
source of uncertainty at this band. At C band, the scat-
ter in the curves of growth and the variation in the flux
density calibration are comparable, i.e., ∼ 1%. We sum
all three uncertainty terms in quadrature and report the
combined value in Table 1. Note that in addition to these
uncertainties, the absolute flux scale used at the VLA is
estimated to be uncertain by ≈ 2%.
After reducing the data, we compared our 33 GHz im-
age to VLA (Norris 1988; Condon et al. 1991), SMA
(Sakamoto et al. 2008) and ALMA archival images (Wil-
son et al. 2014, and Scoville et al. in prep). We found
astrometric discrepancies of order 0.′′1 (i.e., 1–2 beams)
and traced the origin of these to the adopted position
of our 33 GHz phase calibrator. When revised from
the nominal VLA position to the position reported in
the VLBI calibrator catalog, the astrometric agreement
between our image and the other images improved to
a fraction of a beam. For reference, in our data the
peak positions of the two nuclei at 33 GHz are α2000 =
15h34m57.291s ± 0.003s(±0.′′05), δ2000 = 23◦30′11′′.34 ±
0.′′04 (east) and α2000 = 15h34m57.222s ± 0.002s(±0.′′03),
δ2000 = 23
◦30′11′′.51± 0.′′03 (west). We derive these po-
sition via a Gaussian fit (CASA’s imfit) but they also
closely coincide with the positions of the highest inten-
sity pixel for each nucleus. The uncertainties in the peak
positions above may also be viewed as our overall astro-
metric uncertainty, which we derive from the standard
deviation between the positions of the highest intensity
pixels from our 6 GHz image and our shifted 33 GHz im-
age, and the archival images from Norris (1988), Condon
et al. (1991), Sakamoto et al. (2008), Wilson et al. (2014)
and Scoville et al. in prep.
3. RESULTS
In Figures 1 and 2, we present new VLA images of Arp
220 at 6 and 33 GHz and the radial profiles of each nu-
cleus at 33 GHz. Using these new data, combined with a
CO (3→2) integrated intensity (“zeroth moment”) map
from Sakamoto et al. (2008), and positional information
of point sources found by Lonsdale et al. (2006), we carry
out a series of calculations to determine what mechanism
is producing most of the radio emission, how radio emis-
sion traces recent star formation, and the true sizes and
shapes of the nuclear disks. In Tables 1, 2 and 3 we
present the results of these calculations.
3.1. Integrated Flux Densities and Spectral Indices
In Table 1, we report the flux density of the entire
system, each nucleus, and the resulting spectral indices.
We used a curve of growth method to derive the flux
densities. For the integrated flux density, we progres-
sively (u, v) tapered and re-imaged the data, recording
the total flux density above a signal-to-noise of 5 at each
resolution. These flux densities agree with those mea-
sured from the imaging of individual arrays (see Section
2). For the flux densities of the individual nuclei, we used
CASA’s imstat task to place circular apertures around
each component, varying their radii. We plotted the flux
density against aperture radius and looked for conver-
gence in this curve-of-growth to identify the true flux
density. We also independently measured the integrated
flux of the south-west component seen at C band (see
Figure 1a), using an aperture in the CASA viewer, and
found that it encloses ∼ 3% of the total 5.95 GHz flux
density. The integrated flux densities at both frequencies
agree, within the reported errors, with predicted values
based on the modeled integrated SED published in the
literature (e.g., Anantharamaiah et al. 2000).
Using these flux densities, we calculated the spectral
indices, α for Fν ∝ να, of the whole system and each
nucleus via
α1−2 =
logF1 − logF2
log ν1 − log ν2 , (1)
where F1 and F2 are the flux densities at frequencies
ν1 and ν2. Equation 1 will be valid for flux densities
F1 and F2 over matched apertures (or for integrated val-
ues over whole systems).
3.2. Comparison to Gas and Recent Star Formation
To assess the degree to which the measured sizes
are characteristic of the whole system, we compared
our maps to known distributions of emission from gas
and recent radio supernovae and/or supernova remnants
(RSNe/SNRs). In Figure 1b, we plot C band con-
tours over the CO (3→2) map of Sakamoto et al. (2008)
(restoring Gaussian beam with FWHM 0.′′38 × 0.′′28 at
a p.a ≈ 23◦).
The RSNe/SNRs trace recent star formation, and they
can accelerate cosmic ray (CR) electrons that emit syn-
chrotron radiation. We built a map of RSN/SNR number
density from the locations of 49 point sources identified
by Lonsdale et al. (2006) from 18 cm VLBI observations.
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Fig. 1.— Radio emission from Arp 220 at 6 and 33 GHz. (a) 33 GHz image (FWHM resolution of 0.′′081 × 0.′′063, p.a. ≈ 65◦) with 6
GHz contours overlaid (FWHM resolution of 0.′′48 × 0.′′35, p.a. ≈ -40◦).The contours are in factor of 2 step, with the outermost contour
corresponding to 12.5σ, where σ = 14 µJy beam−1, and enclosing 98% of the total flux density. In the lower left corner, we show the
FWHM of the clean beam for the 33 GHz (red) and 6 GHz (white) image. (b) The same 6 GHz contours overlaid on the CO(3→2) integrated
intensity map of Sakamoto et al. (2008) (FWHM resolution of 0.′′38 × 0.′′28, p.a. ≈ 23◦). In the lower left corner, we show the FWHM of
the clean beam for the 33 GHz (red) and CO(3→2) (white) image.(c) A 33 GHz radio continuum image with its contours overlaid. The
contours are in factor of 2 step, with the outermost contour corresponding to 3σ, where σ = 23 µJy beam−1, and enclosing 97% of the total
flux density. (d) 33 GHz contours overlaid on a radio supernova (RSN) and/or supernova remnant (SNR) number density map constructed
using the point sources found by Lonsdale et al. (2006). We clearly resolve structure surrounding both nuclei and see a broad similarity
between the radio continuum, gas traced by CO, and recent RSNe and/or SNRs.
On our 33 GHz astrometric grid, we convolved delta func-
tions with a fixed, fiducial intensity at the positions of
the point sources with our 33 GHz beam14. In Figures 1c
and 1d, we compare the 33 GHz map to the distribution
of recent RSNe/SNRs.
Note that although we use RSNe/SNRs as signposts
14 Lonsdale et al. (2006) report offsets from the center of
Arp 220, which we take to be α2000 = 15h34m57.259s, δ2000 =
23◦30′11′′.409.
of recent star formation, the VLBI sources do not con-
tribute significantly to the flux that we observe. For a
typical synchrotron spectral index α1.7−33GHz = −0.7,
the Lonsdale et al. (2006) RSNe/SNRs would contribute
1.5 mJy at 33 GHz and 4.9 mJy at 6 GHz. This contri-
bution would only account for ∼ 2.5 % of the total flux
density that we observe with the VLA. Even at 18 cm,
the Lonsdale et al. (2006) RSNe/SNRs have integrated
flux only ∼ 12 mJy at 18 cm, or ∼ 4% of the total flux
density of Arp 220 at that frequency (Williams & Bower
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TABLE 1
Flux Densities and Spectral indices for Arp 220
Frequency Total East nucleus West nucleus
(GHz) (mJy) Integrated (mJy) Peak (mJy beam−1)a Integrated (mJy) Peak (mJy beam−1)a
4.7 222.0 ± 1.9 92.4 ± 2.1 61.8 ± 0.5 114.6 ± 4.3 89.5 ± 0.7
7.2 171.4 ± 2.3 73.2 ± 1.4 36.0 ± 0.4 89.5 ± 1.4 60.4 ± 0.7
5.95 197.6 ± 2.8 81.4 ± 2.8 49.0 ± 0.7 94.3 ± 1.7 73.3 ± 1.0
32.5 61.8 ± 7.2 30.1 ± 3.9 4.1 ± 0.5 33.4 ± 4.0 6.5 ± 0.8
Spectral index
α6−33GHz -0.69 ± 0.07 -0.59 ± 0.08 -0.61 ± 0.07
α4.7−7.2GHz -0.61 ± 0.04 -0.55 ± 0.07 -0.58 ± 0.09
Note. — For details on the calculations, see Section 3.1
a The clean restoring beam FWHM is 0.′′60 × 0.′′43 at 4.2 GHz, 0.′′38 × 0.′′28 at 5.95 and 7.2 GHz, and 0.′′081 × 0.′′063 at
32.5 GHz.
2010). This contribution is small compared to the 10%
expected fraction in normal spiral galaxies like M31 or
the Milky Way (Pooley 1969; Ilovaisky & Lequeux 1972).
This difference is most likely due to free-free absorption
at 18 cm (see Section 4.3.4).
3.3. The Morphology of Arp 220 nuclei at 33 GHz
The smooth, ellipsoidal isophotes in Figure 1 suggest
a disk-like geometry. We modeled the 3 σ clipped im-
age of Arp 220 at 33 GHz (outermost contour in Figure
1c) using a 2-D non-linear least-squares fitting technique.
After experimenting with Gaussian, exponential, Se´rsic
and hybrid profiles, we found that the two disks are rea-
sonably described by thin, tilted exponential disks. We
fit both nuclei simultaneously by varying, without con-
straints, the amplitude, position angle (p.a.), inclination,
center, and scale length of each nucleus. Although the
parameters did not have constraints, the starting points
were educated guesses of the final parameters. In each
case, we construct the model image, convolve it with the
synthesized beam of our observations, and compare the
model and observed intensities to derive χ2. Note that
the results for the inclination of the disks represent lower
limits because we assume thin disks.
The best fit parameters from the model fitting, along
with associated uncertainties, are reported in Table 2.
In addition to deriving formal uncertainties, we gauge
the accuracy of our fit by varying our approach among
several reasonable methods. For example, we adopt a
logarithmic, rather than linear, goodness of fit statistic
and we fit the radial profile rather than the image it-
self. These imply an uncertainty of ≈ 15% for the scale
length and a few percent for p.a. and inclination. The
error in the normalization is dominated by our overall
uncertainty in the amplitude calibration (≈ 12%). As
another point of comparison, we also report the results
of simple Gaussian fitting, although, we emphasize that
the residuals are substantially poorer for this approach
at low and high radius.
From the exponential model, we obtain deconvolved
scale lengths of 30 and 21 pc for the east and west nu-
cleus, respectively. Our results for p.a., inclination, and
center did not vary significantly with the choice of func-
tional form. While the fits appear to be good descrip-
tions, they are not perfect. From the residual images, we
found that the western nucleus showed higher residuals
in the disk than the eastern nucleus, while the center of
the eastern nucleus had higher residuals than the western
nucleus.
Both nuclei are well resolved, showing significant ex-
tent compared with the synthesized beam. The implied
deconvolved half-light radii, R50d, are 51 and 35 pc, re-
spectively; that is, if viewed face-on, we would expect
half the emission from Arp 220 to come from nuclear
disks ∼ 100 (east) and ∼ 70 (west) pc across. In Figures
1 and 2, we have also shown that the size measurement
agrees with that implied by the RSN/SNR distribution
(Lonsdale et al. 2006).
The p.a.’s of the east and west nuclei agree well with
those of the kinematic major axes of the disks measured
from sub-millimeter CO observations (Sakamoto et al.
1999, 2008), H I absorption observations from Mundell et
al. (2001), and H53α radio recombination line Rodr´ıguez-
Rico et al. (2005). The velocity gradients along these
position angles on individual nuclei have also been ob-
served in the 2 µm H2 line (Genzel et al. 2001) which
traces hot molecular gas and 2.3 µm CO absorption (the
latter traces stellar velocities: (Engel et al. 2011)).
We performed two checks on the size measurements.
First, as a point of comparison, we report in Table 2 a
2-D Gaussian fit to each nucleus at 33 GHz. We obtained
deconvolved FWHM sizes of 0.′′23 × 0.′′13 (86 × 46 pc2)
for the eastern and 0.′′17 × 0.′′10 (64 × 38 pc2) for the
western nucleus. These sizes agree fairly well with previ-
ous, marginally resolved, estimates at other frequencies.
Downes & Eckart (2007) found a deconvolved major axis
size of 0.′′19 = 70 pc for the western nucleus at 1.3 mm.
Sakamoto et al. (2008) found major axis sizes of 0.′′27
= 100 pc (FWHM, east) and 0.′′16 = 59 pc (FWHM,
west) at 860 µm. However, we show through radial pro-
files (Figure 2) that the disks are better described by an
exponential morphology. In fact, the deconvolved Gaus-
sian fit would underestimate the deconvolved half-light
diameter of the disks by 9 %(west) and 15% (east), if we
account for inclination effect in the gaussian fit, i.e, the
deconvolved FWHMmajor is smaller by ∼ 9% and 15%
when compared to the deconvolved half-light diameter
(2× R50d).
Second, we calculated the area on the sky contain-
ing half of the flux associated with each nucleus. This
very basic measure still suffers from beam dilution and
inclination effects, but provides a measure of size that
is independent of the functional form. We derived this
image-based A50sky by identifying the isointensity con-
tour that encloses 50% of the total flux density of each
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TABLE 2
Best-Fit Morphology for the Nuclei of Arp 220 at 33 GHz
Parameter East nucleus West nucleus
Deconvolveda Convolvedb Deconvolveda Convolvedb
Exponential Disk Model
Scale length (pc) 30.3 ± 4.6 34.0 ± 5.1 21.0 ± 3.2 25.4 ± 3.8
Peak intensity (mJy beam−1) 6.0 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 0.6 13.4 ± 1.6 9.0 ± 1.1
Position angle (◦) 54.7 ± 0.6 55.4 ± 0.6 79.4 ± 0.8 77.3 ± 0.8
Inclination (◦) 57.9 ± 0.6 55.4 ± 0.6 53.5 ± 0.5 49.1 ± 0.5
R50 (pc)* 50.8 ± 7.6 57.0 ± 8.6 35.2 ± 5.3 42.7 ± 6.4
Two Dimensional Gaussian Fitting
FWHM major axis (pc) 85.9 ± 8.6 90.8 ± 9.1 63.7 ± 6.4 70.2 ± 7.0
FWHM minor axis (pc) 46.3 ± 4.6 51.8 ± 5.2 38.0 ± 3.8 44.7 ± 4.5
Position angle (◦) 56.0 ± 1.1 56.5 ± 1.1 78.7 ± 1.6 77.1 ± 1.5
Observed Half-Light Radius c
R50sky (pc) 73.3 ± 7.5 45.5± 3.7
Note. — The reported parameters were obtained by fitting a 2-D exponential and Gaussian
distribution, respectively. The quoted uncertainties reflect the systematic uncertainty from varying
the goodness of fit statistic or other methodology in the fit. In the case of the peak intensity, the
uncertainty is determined by the flux density calibrator error, 12%. In all cases, the errors from
the fit are negligible. For Arp 220 (dL = 77 Mpc), 10 pc ≈ 0.′′03 or 0.′′1 = 36.9 pc
a Parameters that construct the best image, compared to the observed one, after convolving the
model with the reported clean beam (see Section 3.3 for details).
b Best fit parameters that reconstruct the observed image without accounting for the beam.
c Taking R50sky =
√
A50sky/(pi cos i), where i is the inclination obtained from the exponential disk
model and A50sky is the observed area enclosing half of the total 33 GHz flux density. The effects
of the beam are not accounted for in this size metric.
* This is an analytical solution obtained by using the scale length parameter from the model. We
refer to the deconvolved column as R50d.
nucleus. We summed the area of the pixels (pixel size
= 0.′′02) enclosed within that contour and estimate the
observed radius for i = 55.4◦ (east) and i = 49.1◦ (west),
and R50sky =
√
A50sky/(pi cos i). This is ∼ 73 pc for the
eastern nucleus and ∼ 46 pc for the western nucleus. We
report the observed R50sky values in Table 2. As with
the Gaussian, the measured area shows broad agreement
with the exponential profile fitting, though differing in
detail.
We created deprojected, azimuthally averaged radial
profiles of 33 GHz intensity to assess the accuracy of our
models and compare the structure of the nuclei to that
of the RSN/SNR number density map. Assuming a thin
tilted ring geometry, we calculated deprojected profiles
for the observed emission, the emission in the convolved
model, and the RSN/SNR number density map. In each
case, the center of the profiles correspond to the highest
intensity pixel in the observed image for each nucleus.
We plot these profiles in Figure 2. We included only
emission above a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 and then av-
eraged the intensity in a series of inclined, ∼0.′′035-wide
(half the clean beam size) rings, adopting the best-fit
model inclination and p.a. from our modeling (Table
2). Note that these rings oversample the ∼ 0.′′07 beam,
so that adjacent bins in Figure 2 are not independent.
We normalized the RSN/SNR radial profile to match the
33 GHz profile at r ≈ 0.′′09. The plotted error bars were
calculated from the standard deviation of the flux within
each annulus divided by the square root of the area in
that annulus expressed in units of the beam size (i.e., the
number of independent beams).
In Figure 2, we show that the exponential model
matches the data well for both nuclei, matching slightly
better for the western nucleus. Meanwhile, the Gaussian
profile is not as good as the exponential profile when com-
pared to the observed data, being particularly poorer in
the outer parts of the disks. The linearity of the semilog
profiles also confirms (and motivates) our adoption of
an exponential functional form. The RSN/SNR radial
profiles mostly follow the integrated radio emission pro-
files (and thus also the model). The agreement is bet-
ter in the western nucleus. The eastern nucleus lacks
a bright central peak and shows a somewhat more scat-
tered distribution, which could be caused by stochasticity
and timescale effects; i.e., there just may not be enough
RSNe/SNRs visible to give a smooth appearance (com-
pare to Figure 1d to see the clumpy nature of the SNe
distribution). The same idea applies for the outskirts of
the western nucleus. In the rest of the paper, we will con-
sider that the RSN/SNR number density distribution fol-
low the continuum emission observed at 33 GHz closely
enough that we can take our measured 33 GHz sizes as
indicative of the distribution of active star formation in
Arp 220.
3.4. Brightness Temperatures
The brightness temperature, Tb, can be used to con-
strain the emission mechanism and energy source, and
may give clues regarding the optical depth. With well
resolved sizes, we can circumvent beam dilution that of-
ten confuses estimates of Tb. We calculated Tb using the
Rayleigh-Jeans approximation via
Tb =
( Sν
Ωsource
) c2
2kBν2
, (2)
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Fig. 2.— Azimuthally averaged radial profiles for the deprojected image of the east nucleus (left) and west nucleus (right) in semilog
space. Blue solid curves are 33 GHz emission, and cyan dotted dashed line curves are the RSN/SNR number density profiles scaled to
match the 33 GHz radial profile at 0.′′09. Red dotted lines and green dashed lines are the radial profiles of the exponential and Gaussian
model images, respectively, convolved with the beam. The black solid lines represent the Gaussian beam radial profile.
TABLE 3
Average Brightness Temperatures in Arp 220
Frequency Total system East nucleus West nucleus
(GHz) Log[Tb(K)] Log[Tb(K)] Log[Tb(K)]
5.95 4.64 ± 0.07 4.43 ± 0.10 4.81 ± 0.10
32.5 2.7 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1
Note. — Integrated values are calculated within A50d (de-
convolved modeled size) at 33 GHz (more in Section 3.4). The
uncertainties follow from propagation of uncertainties quoted
earlier in this paper.
with Sν the flux density at frequency ν and Ωsource the
area subtended by the source.
We report average Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temper-
atures, Tb, in Table 3. From our model, we take the area
A50d ≡ piR250d that we expect to enclose half the emission
if the system were viewed face on (see the “deconvolved”
column in Table 2). Assuming this to be the true area of
the disk at all frequencies, we derive average Tb over the
half-light region. This means we used half of the observed
flux density for Sν and A50d for Ωsource in Equation 2.
Our rationale for this assumption is that the 33 GHz im-
age appear to be optically thin, high-resolution tracer of
the distribution of recent star formation. Assuming that
this structure is common across wavelength regimes al-
lows us to use a “true” size in place of a size observed
with a much coarser beam. We also calculated the peak
Tb at each band from the peak flux density and the area
of the clean beam at each frequency. This peak Tb is
higher at 33 GHz than at 6 GHz; this simply reflects
that the area of Arp 220 at 33 GHz is smaller than the
beam size at 6 GHz. For exactly this reason — the small
size of Arp 220 and the variable resolution at different
frequencies — the peak measurement has limited utility
and we only report the “average” version.
The average Tb is from 10
4.4 K at 6 GHz to 102.5 (≈
300) K at 33 GHz, for the east nucleus and 104.8 K at 6
GHz to 102.9 (≈ 800) K at 33 GHz, for the west nucleus.
4. DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows that our observations clearly separated
the nuclei at both 6 and 33 GHz and resolve the structure
of both nuclei is resolved at 33 GHz. We find a projected
nuclear separation of 0.′′96 ± 0.′′01 (354 ± 4 pc), in agree-
ment with previous works (e.g., Scoville et al. 1998; Soifer
et al. 1999; Rodr´ıguez-Rico et al. 2005; Sakamoto et al.
2008). In the following subsections, we discuss the radio
continuum emission processes, the correspondence with
gas and dust emission, and consequences of the small
sizes of the emission regions. There is a large scale agree-
ment between the locations of radio continuum emission,
CO, and RSNe/SNRs, suggesting that the sizes of the
radio continuum sources may be viewed as characteristic
of the system.
4.1. Synchrotron Produces Most of the 33 GHz
Emission
Synchrotron radiation appears to produce most of the
continuum emission at both 6 and 33 GHz. The high
brightness temperature of a few × 104 K, inferred at 6
GHz by using the 33 GHz nuclear sizes, argues in this di-
rection. This high brightness temperature cannot come
from Hii regions, even if they are completely opaque,
because in a purely thermal environment, the electron
temperature of such regions should not exceed 104 K. If
we combined the high brightness temperature with the
observed internal C band spectral index of the total sys-
tem, α4.7−7.2GHz = −0.61 ± 0.04, we infer that most of
the emission at 6 GHz is synchrotron.
The spectral index between 6 and 33 GHz, α6−33GHz =
−0.69± 0.05, matches the internal C band α of the total
system within the errors; the same is true for the two
nuclei separately (see Table 1). The similarity between
α4.7−7.2GHz and α6−33GHz indicates no significant spec-
tral flattening between 6 and 33 GHz, suggesting that
synchrotron dominates the emission across this range
of frequencies. Reinforcing this point, our total flux
density and spectral index agree with the predictions
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made by Anantharamaiah et al. (2000) (see their Fig-
ure 10b). They found synchrotron emission to dominate
below ∼ 60 GHz, and estimated the thermal fraction at 6
GHz and 33 GHz to be ∼ 15% and 35%, respectively. If
we assume a non-thermal spectral index of −0.76 (see Ta-
ble 9 in Anantharamaiah et al. 2000) and a typical ther-
mal spectra index of −0.1, we obtain α6−33GHz ≈ −0.62
and α4.7−7.2GHz ≈ −0.65, which is consistent with what
we measure and with our observation of a constant spec-
tral index from 6 to 33 GHz. This result is also consistent
with previous results showing lower thermal fractions
at 33 GHz for merging starbursts compared to normal
galaxies (Murphy 2013).
The overall star formation rate of the system provides
an alternate way to estimate the expected thermal radio
continuum emission. Beginning with the IR (8 to 1000
µm) luminosity of Arp 220, we estimate the expected
thermal luminosity of the system if the IR is all due to
star formation by following star formation rate conver-
sions from Table 8 in Murphy et al. (2012)15 and assum-
ing an electron temperature of 7500 K (Anantharamaiah
et al. 2000). This approach predicts a thermal fraction
of ∼ 55% at 33 GHz and ∼ 20% at 6 GHz. This is
in good agreement with the thermal fraction at 33 GHz
obtained in Condon (1992) for a prototypical starburst,
M82. However, if we derive the expected spectral in-
dex as we did at the end of the previous paragraph (as-
suming 55% of thermal fraction at 33 GHz), we obtain
α6−33GHz ≈ −0.42 and α4.7−7.2GHz ≈ −0.63, which devi-
ates considerably from what we observe between 6 and 33
GHz. Note that α4.7−7.2GHz does not vary significantly
from what we observe, this is due to the small thermal
fraction expected at this frequency range.
The easiest explanation for the lower-than expected
thermal flux is that a significant fraction of the ioniz-
ing photons produced by young stars are absorbed by
dust before they produce ionizations. This would lower
the free-free estimate in the calculation. We estimate
that to match our observations, we would require that
at least 20% of the ionizing photons be absorbed by
dust. This number seems plausible for an environment
as dust embedded as Arp 220 (see Section 4.3.4) and is
consistent with some of the arguments made when con-
sidering the apparent deficit of IR cooling line emission
(Dı´az-Santos et al. 2013, and references therein). Alter-
natively, an IMF that produces more bolometric light
(and thus IR and likely SNe) relative to ionizing photons
could resolve the discrepancy. That is, we could invoke
an “intermediate-heavy” IMF compared to that used in
Murphy et al. (2012). We could also reconcile our two
estimates if the synchrotron spectral slope decays dras-
tically between 6 and 33 GHz, so that the apparent 33-6
GHz index is a combination of very steep, curving syn-
chrotron and emerging thermal emission. However, this
would require that thermal emission make up most of
the SED at higher frequencies, which is not observed (see
Anantharamaiah et al. 2000; Clemens et al. 2010).
Our best interpretation of the data is that the 33 GHz
emission is mostly synchrotron, in mild contrast with a
15 Murphy et al. (2012) uses a Kroupa IMF to derive the theoret-
ical SFR conversions. The operation is equivalent to using such an
IMF to relate the ionizing photon production (traced by thermal
radio emission) to bolometric luminosity (traced by IR).
typical starburst galaxy (see Figure 1 in Condon 1992).
We suggest that the most likely cause is the suppression
of thermal radio emission as dust absorbs ionizing pho-
tons.
4.2. The Radio Emission Coincides with Gas, Hot Dust
and RSN/SNR
In Figure 1b, we show the 6 GHz emission is largely
co-spatial with CO emission. The 6 GHz emission is our
more sensitive band, with a beam nearly matched to the
CO, and — as just discussed — we expect that it traces
the same synchrotron emission as the 33 GHz. The CO
and 6 GHz emission cover roughly the same area, have
broadly coincident peaks, and both show an extended
faint feature to the southwest (Mazzarella et al. 1992,
note a similar coincidence between 18cm emission and
the Arp 220 starburst traced in the near-IR). The distri-
butions of CO and 6 GHz emission do significantly differ
in detail. The ratio of fluxes for the two nuclei is 1:2
(east:west) for CO and almost 1:1 for continuum. In the
west nucleus, the morphology is more centrally concen-
trated at 6 GHz compared to the CO map. Some of
these differences may reflect real differences between the
current gas reservoir and recent star formation, but they
may also reflect temperature and optical depth effects.
The CO (3→2) emission in this region shows good evi-
dence for optical thickness (Sakamoto et al. 2008), and
the densities are high enough that the gas temperature
will be likely coupled to the dust (∼ 100 K).Therefore,
making a straightforward interpretation of the CO in
terms of column density is challenging. We draw the
broad conclusion from Figure 1b that the synchrotron
originates from the same region as, and in very rough
proportion to, the molecular gas supply.
A similar situation is also observed on smaller spatial
scales by the comparison of the RSN/SNR number den-
sity map to the 33 GHz map (see Figure 1d). The distri-
butions are co-spatial, but the continuum map appears
smoother than the map made from individual RSN/SNR.
This is particularly evident in the eastern nucleus, where
the covering fraction of VLBA point sources is small —
perhaps a result of stochasticity in the rate and lifetime
of SN visible using VLBI measurements. The radial pro-
files in Figure 2 highlight the quantitative agreement be-
tween the continuum and the RSNe/SNRs distribution
even more. After azimuthal averaging, the VLBA point
source maps are a fairly close match to the 33 GHz con-
tinuum.
Such a close match between the 33 GHz continuum ex-
tent and the RSN/SNR number density map may not be
too surprising: if synchrotron radiation arises from cos-
mic ray (CR) electrons accelerated by SN shocks, then
the 33 GHz continuum emission might be expected to
resemble a “puffed up” version of the RSN/SNR dis-
tribution due to the diffusion of CR electrons. Instead
the distributions match quite well, consistent with most
of the 33 GHz emission coming from very close to the
original RSN/SNR and little diffusion or secondary CR
electron production. This lack of significant propaga-
tion could be explained by the cooling timescales being
much smaller than the diffusion time. This is expected
in compact starbursts with magnetic fields of the order
of a mG (see measurements from Robishaw et al. 2008;
McBride et al. 2014, based on Zeeman splitting of OH
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megamaser emission), like Arp 220 (see Figure 1 in Mur-
phy 2009), though not in normal galaxies (Murphy et al.
2006). For Arp 220, the cooling time of CR electrons
at 33 GHz is ∼103 yr, which is a combination of syn-
chrotron, bremsstrahlung, ionization and inverse Comp-
ton (IC) losses. We make use of Equation 7 in Murphy
(2009) for CR electrons with energies greater than 1 GeV
to estimate that the synchrotron emitting electrons at 33
GHz only have time to propagate about 5 pc, which is
about 1/10th of the size that we have measured for the
nuclei. This short diffusion scale yields a synchrotron
image that looks very similar to the sites of original CR
production (the RSN/SNR) and thus the sites of active
star formation. The advantage of the VLA continuum
in this case is that in exchange for coarser native res-
olution, we achieve sensitivity to most of the flux and
spatial scales of interest (and potentially still probe a
longer timescale).
The similarity of 6 GHz, 33 GHz, CO surface bright-
ness, and the RSN/SNR number density distributions
lead us to view our 33 GHz measurement as indicative
of the true size of the main disks of star formation and,
presumably, gas and hot dust. These morphologies are
also consistent with the nuclear morphologies measured
in mid-IR with the Keck telescope (Soifer et al. 1999).
Perhaps surprisingly, the two disks appear fairly similar
in terms of profile, scale length, and observed flux. The
western nucleus appears hotter and more compact but
the differences are small factors, not an order of magni-
tude. The physical interpretation of such similarities is
unclear. Possible explanations include a similarity in the
progenitors, or some “loss of memory” during the process
of funneling gas to the center of the galaxies during the
ongoing interaction.
4.3. The Nuclear Disks are the Most Extreme Starburst
Environments in the Local Universe
4.3.1. Gas Surface Densities
Current best estimates of the dynamical mass per nu-
cleus are ∼ 6× 109 M within ∼ 100 pc of each nucleus
(Engel et al. 2011). These values are still uncertain, with
∼ 2×109 M representing a likely lower limit in both nu-
clei (Engel et al. 2011). The dynamical mass represents
an upper limit on the gas content. Based on dynamical
modeling and CO imaging, Downes & Solomon (1998)
estimated the gas content at 1.1× 109 and 0.6× 109 M
for the eastern and western nucleus, but embedded in
a larger gas disk with total mass ∼ 3 × 109 M (see
also Sakamoto et al. 1999, 2008; Downes & Eckart 2007).
These estimates mix dynamical modeling with observa-
tions of low-J CO line (up to J = 3→2) measurements
that are likely very optically thick in Arp 220. Pa-
padopoulos et al. (2012) provide an alternative, but un-
resolved, estimate by focusing on higher J CO transitions
and high critical density tracers (e.g., HCN) to estimate
a total molecular gas mass of ∼ (15− 28)× 109 M for
the entire system. The difficulty with this estimate is
apportioning this gas mass to the various components of
the system. We consider a conservative approach to be
the following: we assume that half of the total molecular
gas mass is equally distributed between the two nuclei
and the other half in an outer disk (e.g., see Sakamoto
et al. 1999, for evidence of an outer disk). This implies
∼ 3.5–7 × 109 M of gas per nucleus from Papadopou-
los et al. (2012). This remains in moderate tension with
the dynamical masses because it would imply very high
gas fractions, but given the mismatch in scales (the dy-
namical masses are estimated on ∼ 100 pc scales) and
uncertainties in modeling, a factor of ∼ 3–5 uncertainty
seems plausible (Sakamoto et al. 2008).
The areas that we measure for the Arp 220 nuclei are
stunningly small, especially when compared to the in-
tegrated properties of the system. We adopt the liter-
ature gas mass of the nuclei as 3.5+3.5−1.5 × 109 M, with
the lower bound set by the Engel et al. (2011) values,
the upper bound set by Papadopoulos et al. (2012), and
the best estimate consistent (with modest tension) with
the latter. We further expect half of the gas mass of
each to be distributed within the half-light deconvolved,
face-on, area (A50d) of our radio images (these trace star
formation, so we implicitly assume that gas and star
formation track one another within the system). We
thus compare ∼ 1.75+1.75−0.75 × 109 M to our half-light
areas to estimate average, nuclear, gas surface densi-
ties. The deprojected, deconvolved gas surface densi-
ties are 2.2+2.1−1.0 × 105 M pc−2 (east) and 4.5+4.5−1.9 × 105
(west) M pc−2. These translate to an average, nuclear,
total hydrogen column densities of 2.7+2.7−1.2 × 1025 cm−2
(east) and 5.6+5.5−2.4×1025 cm−2 (west) (divide these num-
bers by 2 for H2 column densities). These nuclear hydro-
gen columns are ∼ 3–4 orders of magnitude higher than
those derived from X-ray observations (e.g., Clements
et al. 2002; Iwasawa et al. 2005), but they roughly
agree with those derived from observations at 860 µm
(Sakamoto et al. 2008) and 434 µm (Wilson et al. 2014).
The gas surface densities that we derive roughly resemble
the maximum stellar surface density of ∼ 105 M pc−2
found in a compilation of literature data by Hopkins et
al. (2010). Given the large uncertainty in our mass esti-
mate (and the scatter in the Hopkins et al. (2010) compi-
lation) Arp 220 appears consistent with producing such
a “maximal” stellar surface density system. This is espe-
cially true when one considers that feedback and further
evolution of the system may reduce the efficiency (final
fraction of gas converted to stars) in the nuclei below
unity (a factor of ∼ 1/3 would produce excellent agree-
ment).
We do not know the thickness of the disks, but by
adopting a spherical geometry we can calculate a lower
limit to the H2 particle densities in the nuclei
16. This is
3.8+3.8−1.6× 104 cm−3 (east) and 11+12−4.5× 104 cm−3 (west).
For comparison, a typical Milky Way molecular cloud has
a surface density ∼ 100 M pc−2 (N(H)∼ 1022 cm−2)
and average particle density nH2 ∼ 100 cm−3. In addi-
tion to faster free fall times, correspondingly more effi-
cient star formation, and phenomenal opacity, potential
implications of such high molecular gas densities would
include the secondary production of CR electrons and
confinement of CR electrons.
4.3.2. Infrared Surface Densities and Star Formation Rates
16 The correction to obtain the mass inside a sphere of radius
R50d is larger than the areal correction. For simplicity, we adopt
the correction appropriate for a Gaussian, so that the mass within
R50d is ≈ 1/3.4 of the total mass.
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By following the same approach, we assume the in-
frared emission in Arp 220 is coincident within our mea-
sured radio distribution and explore the implications.
Conventionally, the infrared luminosity surface density,
ΣIR, is defined as the luminosity per unit area of the sys-
tem. We calculate ΣIR by assuming that half of the in-
frared luminosity (from 8–1000 µm) is generated within
the deconvolved, face-on, half-light area (A50), i.e, we
calculate an average infrared luminosity surface density,
within the half-light area, via
ΣIR =
(0.5× LIR[8− 1000µm]
A50
)
=
(L50
A50
)
. (3)
Following our measurements above, we use
A50d ≡ pi(R250d,east + R250d,west) to derive a total
(face on) infrared luminosity surface density of
ΣIR ∼ 6.0+2.3−1.5 × 1013 L kpc−2 17. If we further assume
that the ratio of the fluxes between the east and west
nuclei at 33 GHz (∼ 1:1) holds at infrared wavelengths,
then using the derived radio A50d ≡ piR250d for the indi-
vidual disks, we obtain ΣIR ∼ 4.2+1.6−0.7 × 1013 L kpc−2
and ΣIR ∼ 9.7+3.7−2.4 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the east and
west nucleus, respectively. These values are more
than an order of magnitude higher than those for the
central 0.3 pc of the Orion nebula complex and M
82 (∼ 2× 1012 L kpc−2 and ∼ 9× 1011 L kpc−2,
respectively (Soifer et al. 2000)), but are closer to
those found in the brightest clusters within starburst
galaxies (∼ 5× 1013 L kpc−2 (Meurer et al. 1997)).
Our estimated surface densities are consistent with
Soifer et al. (2000), who estimated infrared luminosity
surface densities of 1− 6× 1013 L kpc−2 based on
mid-IR Keck observations and radio data from Condon
et al. (1991).
The deprojected SFR surface density (defined as the
SFR per unit area in the disk), ΣSFR, is a close corollary
of the IR luminosity surface density. We estimate this
quantity within the deconvolved, face-on, A50d for each
nucleus at 33 GHz, using a 1:1 ratio between east and
west, the radio luminosity to SFR conversion from Table
8 in Murphy et al. (2012), and an electron temperature
and non-thermal spectral index of 7500 K and 0.76 (the
spectral index in Murphy et al. (2012) is defined with the
opposite sign compared to our definition), respectively,
from Anantharamaiah et al. (2000). We obtain a ΣSFR
of ∼ 103.7±0.1 and 104.1±0.1 M yr−1 kpc−2 within the
half-light of the eastern and western nuclei, respectively
(divide these numbers by two to take into account both
sides of the disks). The total SFR calculated from LIR,
180 M yr−1, and from the total radio flux density at
33 GHz (LRadio), 195 M yr−1, differ by only ∼ 10%,
consistent with Arp 220 lying on the (33 GHz) radio-
to-far infrared correlation (and meaning that we would
obtain essentially the same ΣSFR for either luminosity).
The radio SFR value differs by 20% from that derived
from Anantharamaiah et al. (2000), which we consider
to be within the uncertainties of such calculations.
ΣIR tells us coarsely about the density of IR luminos-
ity per unit area, but not necessarily the flux at the
17 The uncertainties in this value, and in the rest of this section,
correspond to the errors associated to R50d.
surface of the source, which may have important im-
plications for feedback and depends on the detailed ge-
ometry of the system. A spherical geometry provides
a useful limit on the flux at the surface of the system.
In this case, Fsphere = L50/(4 pi R
2
50d) will be the flux
at the surface of a sphere of radius R50d with the lu-
minosity of Arp 220. Using the measured radio sizes,
Fsphere ∼ 1.5+0.6−0.4 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the entire system,
∼ 1.1+0.4−0.2 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the eastern nucleus and
∼ 2.4+0.9−0.6 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the western nucleus. A
less extreme case, one that may well apply to Arp 220, is
a two-sided disk. With one half of the luminosity emer-
gent from each side, we have Fdisk = L50/(2 pi R
2
50d),
twice the spherical case. As one would expect, these
values are lower than the simple ΣIR, but they also differ
from one another, reinforcing the importance of geome-
try to the physics of the source18.
Yet another subtlety arises in the specific case where
one wishes to calculate the flux through an area very
close to, but just above one side of a disk. This quantity
is relevant to the often-discussed case of radiation pres-
sure on dust (see Section 4.3.3) but because of projection
effects it is not identical to any of the above quantities.
In Appendix A, we show that this one-sided flux per-
pendicular to the disk, which we call Fnear is equal to
LIR/(8piR
2
50d) (Equation A7) in general. This value is
further divided by an extra factor of two for the case
of the two nuclei of Arp 220 (because LIR combines the
light from the two nuclei). From this calculation, we ob-
tain Fnear ∼ 1.5+0.6−0.4 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the entire sys-
tem (the same as for Fsphere, though not for the same
reason), ∼ 1.1+0.4−0.2 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the east nucleus
and ∼ 2.4+1.0−0.6 × 1013 L kpc−2 for the west nucleus. As
discussed in Appendix A, these should be the most ap-
propriate fluxes to consider when assessing the impact of
pressure from radiation perpendicular to the disk.
The ratio of the flux densities between the east and
west nuclei varies with frequency. Some other ratios
for the east:west relation found in the literature include
1:4 at mid-IR (Soifer et al. 1999), 1:3 at 18 cm (if we
consider only the contribution of the point sources from
Lonsdale et al. 2006) and 1:2 at sub-mm wavelengths
(Sakamoto et al. 2008). However, most of these observa-
tions do not offer high enough spatial resolution to truly
isolate the contribution of each nucleus. If we ignore this
issue and we assume a ratio of 1:4, and we use Equa-
tion A7, we obtain Fnear,east ∼ 4.5+1.7−1.1 × 1012 L kpc−2
and Fnear,west ∼ 3.7+1.4−0.9 × 1013 L kpc−2. In every case,
we obtain Fnear & 1013 L kpc−2 for the west nucleus,
which is always the higher intensity nucleus.
Note that the same geometric issues discussed here
raise a caveat regarding the luminosity of the source,
which was derived under the assumption of isotropic
emission (Sanders et al. 2003; Sanders & Mirabel 1996).
An optically thick thin disk is not an isotropic emitter.
However, neither do our observations constrain the ge-
18 Optical depth will provide an additional complication. Here
we consider the IR surface brightness near the ultimate source of
the luminosity in the region of active star formation. As the ra-
diation scatters out of the system, the geometry may change, so
that the geometry of the photosphere could differ from the central
source considered here.
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ometry of the infrared photosphere, which is the rele-
vant surface for this calculation. We discuss this issue
in Appendix A. Lacking information, we have assumed
the isotropic luminosity throughout this paper, but note
the uncertainty (see also Downes & Eckart 2007; Wilson
et al. 2014). Note that high angular resolution infrared
(from 8–1000 µm) observations are needed in order to
better constrain the true morphology of the IR photo-
sphere of Arp 220.
4.3.3. Radiation Pressure and Maximal Starburst Models
Scoville (2003) and Thompson et al. (2005), argued
that for optically thick, dense starburst galaxies, the crit-
ical feedback mechanism acting against gravitational col-
lapse, and thus star formation, could be radiation pres-
sure on dust. Although there is ongoing debate about
whether or not radiation pressure on dust represents
the dominant feedback mechanism in compact starbursts
(see Krumholz & Thompson 2013; Socrates & Sironi
2013; Davis et al. 2014, for further discussion), the maxi-
mal starburst model of Scoville (2003) and Thompson et
al. (2005) represents an interesting point of comparison
for our present work19. In Figure 3, which closely fol-
lows Figure 4 of Thompson et al. (2005), we present our
new measurements for the flux near the surface of the
source (assuming a thin disk geometry, see Section 4.3.2
and Appendix A) in the context of literature observations
and predictions by Thompson et al. (2005). The litera-
ture observations show a sample of ULIRGs with sizes
based on 8.44 GHz radio maps by (Condon et al. 1991)
and luminosities from IRAS. Following the approach pre-
sented in Appendix A, we calculate Fnear following Equa-
tion A7 assuming half of the total infrared luminosity to
be enclosed within A50 = pi R
2
50, where R50 = bmaj/2.
We used the deconvolved FWHM major axis, bmaj, from
Condon et al. (1991) in order to account for inclina-
tion effects (we only include resolved sources). Following
the discussion in the previous section, the fluxes for the
points in Figure 3 differs by a factor of 8 compared to
those in Thompson et al. (2005)20. for reasons discussed
in Appendix A.
The error bars of our Arp 220 values (filled points in
Figure 3) correspond to a combination of the uncertain-
ties in R50d, and uncertainty in the contribution of each
nucleus to the IR luminosity, with the lower/upper limit
assuming a ratio of 1:4 between east and west (Soifer et
al. 1999). To be conservative, we also assume a 20% un-
certainty in the assumption that half of the total IR lumi-
nosity is coming from A50. The plotted values for the flux
correspond to Fnear,east ∼ 1.1+0.4−0.8 × 1013 L kpc−2 and
Fnear,west ∼ 2.4+2.7−0.9 × 1013 L kpc−2. In this Figure, we
show the “Eddington” values for radiation pressure on
19 In addition to radiation pressure, cosmic ray pressure has
been forwarded as a potentially important feedback mechanism in
compact starbursts (Socrates et al. 2008).
20 This factor of 8 increases for systems having more than one
component, in which case we also divide the total flux among the
components. For example, in the case of one individual region in
Arp 299, NGC 3690, the difference is an additional factor of ∼ 4
that comes from the contribution of that region to the total in-
frared luminosity of the system (Alonso-Herrero et al. 2000). For
the other systems having more than one component, we used the
relative contribution of each component to the integrated flux den-
sity observed at 8.44 GHz as a template for the relative contribution
at infrared wavelengths.
dust as solid and dashed lines. These represent an enve-
lope for which radiation pressure on dust balances self-
gravity. As a result, no equilibrium star-forming system
is expected to exist above this line, hence the “Eddington
limit” analogy.
The precise value of the limit depends on the size, gas
fraction (fg) stellar velocity dispersion (σ), Rosseland
mean opacity (κ), and dust-to-gas ratio of the system,
leading to the large spread in the model lines seen in the
Figure. Our measurements of Arp 220 appear as solid
points in Figure 3. There, the west nucleus of Arp 220
appears among the highest brightness systems. However,
the west nucleus does not clearly stand out from the other
ULIRGs with respect to this value, partially because the
more compact size means that the “maximal” value is
larger for Arp 220 than for larger systems. Overall, all
the systems plotted in Figure 3 lie roughly around the
Eddington limit for a fg = 0.1 and σ = 200 km s
−1 disk
in Thompson et al. (2005), which is indicated by the blue
solid line.
If we adopt fg = 1 and σ ≈ 200 km s−1 (e.g., Gen-
zel et al. 2001), indicated by the green line in Fig-
ure 3, then we calculate a conservative Eddington
limit of ∼ 9× 1013 Lkpc−2 for the west nucleus and
∼ 7× 1013 Lkpc−2 for the east nucleus. Refined mea-
surements of the geometry, gas fraction, opacity, dust-to-
gas ratio and kinematics are needed to specify the models
more precisely. For most plausible assumed disk proper-
ties, we can say that both Arp 220 nuclei lie well below
the Thompson et al. (2005) Eddington-limited starburst
value, with the western nucleus being the brightest sys-
tem among the local ULIRGs. If improved measurements
demonstrate one or both nuclei to lie significantly above
this value, one would need to consider luminosity sources
other than star formation (presumably an AGN Iwasawa
et al. 2005; Downes & Eckart 2007; Rangwala et al. 2011)
or question the basic assumptions about geometry and
equilibrium embedded in the model, but at present little
such tension appears to exist.
Another way to assess the role of radiation pressure in
Arp 220 is to assume that radiation pressure does repre-
sent the dominant force acting against gravity (see Ap-
pendix B) and to calculate the required gas opacity, κ, of
the system in order to be in hydrostatic equilibrium. By
following Equation B2, and using the derived values for
the gas surface density and the flux for each nucleus (see
Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2), we find that κeast ≈ 300 cm2/g
and κwest ≈ 80 cm2/g would be required for radiation
pressure to balance gravity. Compared to the models
from Semenov et al. (2003), which were used in the mod-
els from Thompson et al. (2005), these appear to be un-
realistically high values for the gas opacity. We interpret
these high values as a reinforcement of our previous find-
ings that the nuclei of Arp 220 lie below the dusty Ed-
dington limit for fg ∼ 1 and σ = 200 km s−1 by a factor
of ∼ 10, and then are not radiation pressure supported.
4.3.4. Optical Depth
The small sizes of the Arp 220 nuclei also imply that
optical depth effects will be important across the spec-
trum, even at wavelengths as long as sub-mm. By follow-
ing the same approach described in Section 3.4, we calcu-
late the average Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperatures
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Fig. 3.— Flux versus radius for local ULIRGs from Condon et
al. (1991) (open symbols), and including the values for the eastern
(star symbol) and western (square symbol) nuclei of Arp 220 from
this paper (filled symbols). In this figure, we represent a new ver-
sion of Figure 4 of Thompson et al. (2005). The y-axis corresponds
to the flux passing through a surface area near the source, Fnear
(see Appendix A), and the x-axis to the deconvolved half-light ra-
dius. The solid lines represent the Eddington limits for several
different gas fractions, fg, assuming stellar velocity dispersion of σ
= 200 km s−1. The dashed line shows the model for fg = 1 and σ
= 300 km s−1. From this figure, we observe that Arp 220 appears
among the brightest systems but still well below a conservative
dusty Eddington limit described by the green line.
that would be implied by combining the deconvolved
half-light sizes of the nuclei with half of the 860 µm
continuum flux densities reported by Sakamoto et al.
(2008) from lower resolution observations. At this wave-
length, we find implied average brightness temperatures
of 19 K (east) and 76 K (west), within the deconvolved
half-light area calculated in this paper (A50d), without
any accounting for optical depth (which could change
the size of the apparent emission). In the west nucleus,
this approaches the apparent dust temperature of ∼ 90 K
(see Gonza´lez-Alfonso et al. 2012, for a more thorough
idea of the dust temperature in Arp 220), so that op-
tical depth must become important by this wavelength
regime, with τ & 1 by 860 µm in the western nucleus.
This neglects any more complicated geometric consider-
ations (e.g., see the discussion of an inclined geometry in
Downes & Eckart 2007), which are likely to make the sit-
uation even more confused. Optical depth effects appear
less severe by λ ∼ 1 mm, combining A50d with half of
the western nucleus dust emission from Downes & Eckart
(2007), implies an average T1mmb ∼ 45 K within the half-
light area.21 This modest mm optical depth is consistent
21 This temperature and the 76 K derived from Sakamoto et al.
(2008) change to 120 K and 215 K, respectively, if we follow the
approach of Downes & Eckart (2007), which uses the full lumi-
nosity and defines the size of the source Ωsource as
piθsource
4 ln(2)
with
θsource the geometric mean between the deconvolved FWHM of the
major and minor axis of the west nucleus. That is, the brightness
temperature is higher without accounting for inclination effects.
with measurement of a spectral index steeper than α = 2
by Sakamoto et al. (2008), implying somewhat optically
thin emission.
Even this simple calculation demonstrates that by sub-
mm wavelengths optical depth effects cannot be ne-
glected, especially in the western nucleus. As a result, we
would expect high resolution but higher frequency obser-
vations, e.g., at sub-mm wavelengths with ALMA, to ob-
serve a moderately optically thick “photosphere” around
the galaxy and so recover a larger size than we find here
(e.g., see the continuum observations by Wilson et al.
2014). Similarly, line observations at these wavelengths
will need to consider the effects of a moderately optically
thick sub-mm continuum in their interpretation.
Further, we can estimate the optical depth at 33 GHz.
The brightness temperature calculated for the entire
source at 33 GHz is ∼ 500 K (see Table 3). The ther-
mal fraction at this frequency is ∼ 35%, so that Tb of
the thermal emission is ∼ 175 K. The thermal electron
temperature (Te) cannot exceed ≈ 104 K because line
cooling is high at such high temperatures. Then taking
Te ∼ 104 K and a measured ∼ 175 K brightness, we es-
timate the average 33 GHz free-free opacity within the
half-light radius to be τThermal ∼ Tb/Te ∼ 0.018. Given
that τThermal ∝ ν−2.1, we can calculate that τThermal ∼ 1
at ν ∼ 5 GHz22. At 18 cm, τThermal > 9, which might
help explain the low VLBA flux density from Lonsdale et
al. (2006). In addition, as Sakamoto et al. (2008) note,
the dust opacity is close to unity at 860 µm. Thus, the
Arp 220 nuclei may be transparent only near the middle
of the frequency range 5 GHz to 350 GHz. A case can
thus be made that the 33 GHz image presented here is
the only existing image that is both optically thin and
resolves the nuclei.
4.4. Evidence at Radio Wavelengths of a Dominant
AGN in the Western Nucleus
In our observations, the western nucleus is more com-
pact with a higher Tb than the eastern nucleus. However,
consistent with previous VLBI observations, we observe
no significant central excess in either Arp 220 images or
radial profiles (Figures 1 and 2). Parra et al. (2007) dis-
cuss the possibility that one of three VLBI point sources
showing a flat spectrum (α > −0.5), could be an AGN.
However, that is one of several possibilities that could
explain the shape of their spectrum.
Most of the 33 GHz emission that we observe comes
from the compact, but still resolved, disks around the
nuclei. Specifically, the nuclear beam of the west nucleus
contains 20% of the total flux of the nucleus, while the
other 80% arises from the more extended star forming
regions (Table 1). Our measured R50d contain similar
information (see Table 2). We cannot rule out an AGN
in the western nucleus, but if one is present it does not
make a dominant, point-like contribution to the overall
33 GHz emission on scales of ≈ 30 pc. Similarly, Arp 220
does not exceed the “Eddington” value that might elimi-
nate star formation as a viable power source (see Section
4.3.3). Smith et al. (1998) show that the SN rate and lu-
minosity of Arp 220 are broadly consistent with emission
only generated by star formation, though uncertainty in
22 τThermal increases to 0.028 and ν to 6 GHz if instead 55% of
the 33 GHz emission is thermal (see discussion in Section 4.1).
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the IMF, SN rate, and SFR certainly would still allow
an AGN contribution.
No high brightness temperature radio core indicative
of an AGN is present. However, given that most AGN
are radio-quiet and have weak core emission (e.g., Keller-
mann et al. 1989; Blundell & Beasley 1998), the absence
of a radio core does not rule out the presence of an AGN.
Indeed, several studies at other wavelengths have pre-
sented evidence of a possible AGN in Arp 220 (e.g., Iwa-
sawa et al. 2005; Downes & Eckart 2007; Rangwala et al.
2011; Imanishi & Saito 2014; Wilson et al. 2014), but to
date there is no clear evidence that the putative AGN
makes a significant contribution to the bolometric lumi-
nosity. If our estimate of N(H) ∼ 1025 cm−2 in Section
4.3.1 is correct, it would explain why evidence for AGN
in Arp 220 has been so elusive. With such high column
densities any AGN would be Compton thick and unde-
tectable by standard AGN diagnostic tools.
5. SUMMARY
We present new, high resolution VLA observations of
the nearest ULIRG, Arp 220. Our 33 GHz observations
measure the light distribution, which originates mostly
from synchrotron emission, at a wavelength where opti-
cal depth effects are likely negligible. We find exponential
profiles with half-light radii of 51 and 35 pc for the east-
ern and western nucleus, respectively. The distribution
of 33 GHz radio emission matches the number density
distribution of recent RSNe/SNRs very well. This sim-
ilarity may result from strong (∼mG) magnetic fields,
which could yield cooling timescales for cosmic ray elec-
trons that are short compared to the diffusion timescale.
Adopting the measured 33 GHz sizes as characteristic
of the star-forming disks, we derive implied surface den-
sities, H column densities and volumetric gas densities
that strikingly illustrate the extreme nature of the envi-
ronment present in Arp 220. Combining our size mea-
surements with unresolved infrared measurements, we es-
timate total fluxes that, although very large, lie well be-
low the conservative predicted values for the Eddington-
limited “maximal starburst”, though this result is sen-
sitive to our assumptions. Regardless, the implied lu-
minosity surface brightness for the west nucleus of Arp
220 is among the most extreme for any measured system.
Given the general uncertain evidence to date of a domi-
nant AGN in Arp 220, we conclude that the compact size
and disk-like morphology clearly make Arp 220 a proto-
typical example of the most extreme class of star-forming
systems in the local universe.
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APPENDIX
FLUX THROUGH AN AREA JUST ABOVE AN EXTENDED THIN DISK
Consider a geometrically thin disk with radius R viewed face on. Then consider a small area parallel to the disk and
at distance d above the disk center. The flux, F , passing through the area will be
F =
∫
Icos(θ)dΩ , (A1)
where dΩ = dφ sin θdθ is the area subtended by an infinitesimal part of the disk. The factor cos θ accounts for
the orientation of the area relative to the patch of emitting disk under consideration with cos θ = d√
R2+d2
just as
sin θ = R√
R2+d2
. I is the specific intensity, which for the optically thick case, is just the source function of the disk and
is the same for all lines of sight (as the disk fills the beam). In the scenario where radiation pressure is important, we
consider that near the disk high optical depth is likely and proceed in the case of Arp 22023. The integral in Equation
A1 goes from 0 to 2pi in φ and 0 to sin−1( R√
R2+d2
) in θ. We will immediately change variables so that x ≡ sin θ and
dx ≡ cos θ dθ. Thus,
F = I
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ R√
R2+d2
0
xdx = piI
R2
R2 + d2
. (A2)
Consider the limit where d << R, i.e., where the area the flux is passing through lies just above the disk. Then
Fnear = pi I , (A3)
23 In the optically thin case, I will depend on the path length
through the disk, which is larger by a factor of cos θ at high viewing
angles. This factor cancels with the directional cos θ in Equation
A1 so that the optically thin case yields a different answer.
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similar to the well known relation that the flux at the surface of a blackbody is piBν
24. Similarly, at large d >> R, as
for an astronomical observation:
Ffar = pi I
R2
d2
, (A4)
which is nothing more than the integral of the intensity over the solid angle subtended by the disk. The utility in
this calculation is to relate I back to the luminosity, which for an isotropic emitter is just L = 4pid2Ffar (see the last
paragraph of this appendix for some caveats regarding this assumption). Then
Ffar = pi I
R2
d2
=
L
4pid2
(A5)
so that,
I =
L
4 pi2 R2
and Fnear =
L
4 pi R2
. (A6)
This Fnear is the flux through a surface near the disk and the departure from the perhaps expected L/(2 pi R
2) is
that we have included the cos θ term in the original setup to account for the projection of the incident intensity onto
the unit area.
When considering real observations cast in terms of the half-light area, A50 (and recall that the commonly used size
at FWHM for a two dimensional Gaussian is A50) an additional factor enters from the fact that L50 = 0.5 L for R50.
Then in general:
Fnear =
L
8 pi R250
, (A7)
is the flux that should be used for considering radiation pressure near a large disk (where large is defined so that
d << R can hold). In Arp 220, an additional factor of two comes into play if we assume the luminosity is split between
the two nuclei with a ratio of 1:1. This decreases the relation to Fnear = L/(16 pi R
2
50) for this specific case. Note the
stark difference, even for the general case, from the commonly adopted ΣIR = L/piR
2
50.
In the case of an optically thick disk, the assumption of isotropy is not valid and L 6= 4pid2Ffar, instead L = 2pid2Ffar.
Further, the emission is not isotropically distributed, so that if the disk is inclined by an angle, i, with respect to
the line of sight, where i = 0 is a face-on disk, then L = 2pid2Ffar/ cos i. In other words, the emission comes only
from the two sides of the disks and an observer finds more flux when the disk is viewed face on (because the constant
intensity surface subtends more solid angle). This is a substantial uncertainty for Arp 220 (e.g., see Downes & Eckart
2007): it appears to host two inclined disks and shows good evidence for optical depth at IR wavelengths. However,
we are hesitant to impose any correction to the luminosity in the main analysis because we we do not know the true
geometry of the infrared photosphere, which might very plausibly be more spherical and emit more isotropically than
the nuclear disks picked out by our 33 GHz observations. Therefore throughout the main text we have used the
conventional L = 4pid2Ffar but we note this substantial uncertainty.
VERTICAL HYDROSTATIC EQUILIBRIUM FOR A SIMPLE RADIATION PRESSURE DOMINATED DISK
As a simple check on the plausibility of radiation pressure representing the main means of support, we consider
vertical hydrostatic equilibrium in a simple gas disk. We consider an infinite slab of surface density Σ, so that the
integrated weight of the column of gas at the midplane is piGΣ2 (here G is the gravitational constant). To a coarse
approximation, radiation pressure can counteract this weight with a pressure set by the momentum flux of photons,
F/2c (where c is the speed of light), multiplied by the total opacity of the gas column, κΣ, where κ is the cross section
per unit gas mass. Then:
piGΣ2 ∼ κΣF
2c
. (B1)
We can then solve for κ in terms of the other properties of the disk and the resulting κ expresses the required effective
opacity in order for radiation pressure to balance the weight of the disk:
κ ∼ 2picGΣ
F
. (B2)
If F and Σ are known, comparison of the require κ to realistic values represents a zeroth order check of whether
radiation pressure represents a viable support mechanism for a system. As a close corollary, if κ is known or can
be estimated, assessing the degree to which Equation B1 represents an inequality offers diagnostic of the importance
of radiation pressure to the system. Note that κ, as we have written it, will depend on the dust-to-gas ratio, grain
24 Fnear will be different by a factor of two in the optically thin case.
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properties, overall opacity, and temperature distribution. In our simplified thin disk geometry, it does not depend
directly on the size of the system but all of these properties may vary substantially as a function of disk structure. As
a first order approximation, we assume the Semenov et al. (2003) model values serve as a template of typical values
that would describe κ for the nuclei in Arp 220, but to our knowledge a thorough exploration of κ appropriate for the
nuclear disks of merging galaxies remains lacking in the literature.
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